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Colony 
Colony, from Derek Koselo, is a game of the Gods. It is SIM City for the 

SAM range of computers. Never has a game of this quality and depth been 

seen on the SAM - until now. 

As the ‘one’, you will decide where to build your domain. You must build a 

power source, staff it, mine for ore to pay your workers and pay for new 

buildings. 

Control is from keyboard or SAM Mouse. 

Once loaded, you will be in your own world, quite literally. A world where 
whatever you want to do goes. You are the one in contro} - at least until all 

of your Colonists die through starvation or drought. Or you could even be 

ravaged by Earthquakes. 

Coupled with stunning graphics and a choice of atmosphetic tunes to help 

you along your way, Colony has to be the best game of 1997. It has to be 

seen to be believed, and at £15.00. (including UK postage and packing) for 

INDUG/ERED subscribers, you might just save the world. 

COLONY IS AVAILABLE NOW FROM FRED. 

Orders to: FRED Publishing 
5 Ivanhoe Drive 
Westfields 
Ashby de la Zouch 
Leicestershire 
LE65 2LT 

Tel/Fax: (01530) 416207 
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News 
NSSS DATE CHANGE 

The date of the next Wetherby show, 

which had been announced as the 21st 

February, has been changed to the 28th 

Feb, The venue has also been changed 
from the Methodist Hall to the St. James 

Church Halls, in near by Church Street. 

For the latest information contact 

George Boyle, the show organizer, on 
01997 583827 (after 6pm). 

NEW ADVENTURE 
Adventure enthusiast on the SAM will 

remember the name Robyn Campbell 
from New Zealand. Her first adventure, 
Wonderland, was launched « couple of 
years ago by F9 Software, the non-PD 
‘software label run by Derek Morgan of 
SAM PD fame. 

Well, now there is a new text and 
graphic adventure from Robyn. Called 
Murder Most Foul it features graphics by 
Ken Gager (a fellow kiwi) and Phil 
Glover from Britain. Music is by Bob 
Brunaden. 
Murder Most Foul is not a fantasy 

adventure like so many, no pointless 
mazes to solve or magic spell to think up 
here. Instend Murder Most Foul is a 
whodunnit in a style not a thousand 
miles removed from Agatha Christie, 
with you as the private detective out to 
solve the murder (Now I wonder if the 
butler did it?? I must say I always think 
a butler called Alfred just has to be the 
prime suspect). 

Like any good gumshoe, you need to 
talk to people, explore the house, 
examine objects and generally poke your 
nose into everything until you solve'the 
crime. I think most people will find this a 
refreshing change from the more typical 

adventures. 
Murder Most Foul is available now, 

and it only costs £5. For further details 
send a SAE to F9 Software, 18 Mill Lane, 
‘Skelmersdale, Lancashire, WN8 8RH. 

BETTER FOR SAM 
Quazar have announced another 

upgrade to their ADPCM play-back 
software for the Surround Sound 
expansion system for SAM. 

‘The new software includes a feature 
called ‘oversampling’ which is a 
technique mainly used in CD players to 
improve sound quality. What it does is to 
calculate what values should be in 
between the sample values and thereby 
produce smoother waveform. All these 
calculations take place in real-time 

during play-back so there is no increase 
in the storage needed for a sample. 

Colin Piggot, owner of Quazar, has also 
sent a copy of his latest catalogue which 
is full of sereen-shots and details of his 
ever growing range of products. To get 
your copy send a 9x6%" (C5) stamped 
address envelope to the address below. 
Quazar can be contacted at 204, 

Lamond Drive, St. Andrews, Fife, KY16 
SRR. Tel: 01334 475546. 

YOUR NEWS HERE... 
Come on readers, we need your news. Anything 

related to computers which you think will interest 
other SAM and Spectrum owners. Just jot it 
fon piece of paper. add your name and 
membership number, and send It off to us at the 
Usual address. Please mark the envelope ‘News’ so 
that we can give it the priority it deserves. 

Remember, you get three months extra 
subscription for every news item we print, 80 don't 

It seems that every time I'm on route to 
catch up with issues, something goes and 
puts me back, A laser printer that will 
not fuse the toner to the paper is no good 
for producing FORMAT, or so T've found 
out. Weeks of waiting for Mr Fixer to do 
hig job has put me right back where I 
was at the start of the year - weeks 

behind. So, working with a borrowed 
ink-jet (thanks Trev, a life saver yet 
again) I'm just glad that January's issue 
is always a small one because the 
changes I've had to make to some 
pre-prepared articles take a lot of time. 
By the way, the printer, an Epson 

Color Stylus 600, very nice, I have not 
tried it fully yet on the Spectrum or 
SAM, but I will report back as soon as I 

have time to play. 
Right, now the good news. Thanks to 

the very valiant efforts, and considerable 
amount of time, head scratching and 
cursing of chip designers, put in by Nev 
Young over the past six weeks, the first 
SAM_Clocks are now undergoing soak- 
testing and should ship in a few weeks. 
Hopefully by the time of the April show 
we will be completely up to date on 
orders. Any delay now is going to be 
purely down to time, as I've been 
lumbered with building the first batches 
myself. 

‘The story of what went wrong would 
fill several pages so I will not bore you 
with the details here. Suffice it to say 

that if we actually costed these interfaces 
out on the basis of time spent - you would 
need to win the lottery to buy one! 

Next, the news most of you will be 
waiting for, the dates for the 1998 
Gloucester shows, The Spring show will 
be held, at the usual venue, on Saturday 
the 4th April, earlier this year to avoid 

the Easter holiday period. “The Autumn 
show is set for Saturday 17th October. 
We have had several people ringing up 

already asking for the dates, and a couple 
have asked why we don't hold them on 
Sundays instead of Saturdays. Well, 
when we first started the shows we 
wanted to make them ‘days out’ for all 
the family - but realized that few 
wives/girlfriends would want to spend 
much time at a computer show for 

enthusiasts (yes, I know that is a sexist 
thing to say, I'm sorry, but it is true). So, 
we thought Saturday was best as 
Gloucester’s fine range of shops, 
museums and places of interest would be 
open. However, that was before the 
powers-that-be decided to make poor 
shop-workers slave an extra day each 
week by making Sunday a normal 
trading day, 

‘That then poses the question - what 
would you, the people who we put on the 
shows for, prefer? Saturday or Sunday? 
‘The Spring show may be fixed, but it is 
not too late to change days for the 
Autumn one - if that is what people want 
Write and let us know your feelings. 
And finally, due to the date change of 

the Wetherby show (see News) I will not 
be able to make it North this time, 

Until next month, 
Bob Brenchley, Editor. 



SAM GAMES AVAILABLE FROM REVELATION 
SOPHISTRY 

One of the BEST licenced games on SAM. 
Originally produced for the Spectrum by CRI, 
and now brilliantly converted for SAM, 
Sophistry is a game that is big. perplexing, 
colourful, frustrating, musical, bouncy, and 
above all DIFFERENT (and it even has the 
Spectrum version built in so you can take a trip 

I] down memory lane). 
£9-95 (88-05 to INDUG members) 

Trt 
Written by industry mega-star Matt Round - 

HA game packed with humour, colour, 
sound6® and above all ACTION! 
Loosely based on Bomb Jack (the game 

SAM owners have most requested over the 
years). As well as the normal one player game, 

IJ Tw has gone one better by giving you TWO 
player action - competing against each other, in 
full glorious technicolour - at the same time, It 
even has a novel feature in a SAM game = a 
High Score Table, how many others have that? 
‘Avoid the meanies. collect the bonus points, 

Jump, Hover, Fly - what more do you want??? 
£9-95 (£8-95 to INDUG members) 

Comes complete with many built-in utilities and ready to run appli 

UTE 
The legendry game at last available on SAM disc. 

this game is a must for everyone who lover 
action and adventure. Full manuals, story book 

‘and packaging. 
£14-95 (£11-95 to INDUG members) 

GRUBBING FOR GOLD 
GRUBBING FOR GOLD = the most 

advanced, the most playable, the most 
enjoyable quiz game since the legendary Quiz 
Ball. They said it could not be done - they said 
bringing a TV quiz show to SAM would not 
work, Well let them eat their hearts out because 
YOU GOT IT... 
Hundreds of questions, on a wide variety of 

subjects at levels to suit most people, it 
includes a question editor so you can create 
your own sets of questions, This is the game 
you can never grow out of, 

£9-95 (£8-95 to INDUG members) 

More Games Coming Soon 

‘Send SAE for full list of available games. 

DRIVER works with the SAM Mouse (no mouse 
should be without one) or Keyboard. It provides a 
full WIMP (Windows, Icons, Menus, Pointers) 
system that puts you in full control of your SAM 

ions. Full manual and a 
disc-based tutorial. DRIVER gives you the ease of use only found on big office computers before. 
So easy to use yet so powerful. Fantastic Value £29.95 (INDUG members £24.95) 
Now Includes PREE Copy Of DRIVER's Extras Disc 1 
DRiVER's Extras Disc still available for existing users at £5.95 (INDUG members £4.95) 

Yes, at last, we are pleased to re-release SCADs - the arcade game development 
system for SAM. Previously sold by Glenco at £24.95 we have now placed the software to the 
Public Domain so the disc costs you Only £2.50. The full manual (over 200 pages) is also 
available for £12.95 (overseas please add an extra £1 to postage rates below because of weight) 
+ Al prices include UK postage end packing (Europe please 003 £1. cher overseas plomse odd £2) 
+ Payment by Uk core { made payee fo Revelaon Software). PO o cash. Soy td wo cant acon Euo-chaave or Go, 

+ Send ordor to a ‘Pease Quote INOUG membership number clearly on ord If claiming acount 

Revelation Software, 45, Buddle Lane, Exeter, EX4 1JS. 

SHOR SPOU 
YOUR HINTS, TIPS AND PROGRAMMING IDEAS 

A New Year, a new start, a new 
resolution. Send John Wase some more 
stuff: a little has gone AWOL; the rest 
has been used. Quick, or we won't have 
any Short Spot next month. 

Let’s start with Ettrick Thomson, well 
known to many of us and a constant 
contributor (bless you, Ettrick). I've a 
letter with a SAM program; ‘biomorph’. 
‘This program is based on ‘biomorfos’ by 
J. Murciano. ‘The Concise Oxford 
dictionary defines biomorph as a 
“decorative form representing a living 
object”. Decorative forms are certainly 
produced, but it will need some 
imagination to see living objects. The 
precise form depends on the expressions 
for the varinbles i and r in lines 150 and 
160. In the 
the expressions for Biomorph 2, but the 
program also allows three other 
expressions: those for biomorphs 3, 4 and 
5, and these can be substituted. And 
other expressions could be thought of. 
The ‘maximum range’, one of the 

parameters to be input, can be anything 
up to 10, but the following ranges are 
recommended; Biomorph 2: 1.6; 3: 2.25; 
4: 1,8; 5: 1.7. Recommendations for the 
other parameter, ‘constant’, are 

Biomorph 2: 0.6; 3: 0.7; 4: 0.8; 5: 0.8. But 
try other values for constant; they can 
make quite a difference, Running time is 
about 25 minutes. 
Biomorph n has n lobes and each of 

these lobes is a miniature version of the 
whole display, with n sublobes; and ench 
of these sublobes well; it would be 
if SAM’s resolution were better. 

isting here, these lines show 

Edited By:- John Wase. 
Biomorph 2, with constant = 1 shows this 
fairly well. 

Here's Biomorph: try it! 

10 REM biomorph Ettrick ‘Thoms 
on 

20 PRINT "To select biomorph 
"'*2 or 3 or 4 or 5*'*ente 
x the appropriate number* 

30 INPUT #2;*biomorph number: 
*;n'*maximum range: *;max 

"constant: *;cr 
40 PAUSE 20 
50 ON n-1: KEYIN 150 let i=2 

*rtit: KEYIN "150 let isi* 
(342-42) *: KEYIN *150 let 
i=4*r*i*(r2-i2)": KEYIN * 

150 let i=i*(5*r2*r2-10*r2 
#412442*12)* 

60 ON n-1: KEYIN °160 let r=r 
Q-i2ver*: KEYIN *160 let r 
ext (r2-3*42)+er*: KEYIN * 
60 let r=r2*r2-6"r2"i2+i2* 
i2eer*: KEYIN "160 let r=r 
*(x2*r2-10*r2*i2+5*i2*i2)+ 
crt 

70 CLS : POKE SVAR 50,1: PALE 
TTE 8,38 

80 LEY d=max/87,r0=~max 
90 

100 
110 
120 
130 
140 
150 
160 
170 
180 
190 
200 

210 
220 
230 

FOR 
LET 
FOR 
LET r=r0,r2=r¢r 
LET i0=i0+d, i=i0,i2=i*i 
FOR n=1 TO 10 
LET i=2*r*i 
LET r=r2-i2+cr 
LET r2=r*r, i2= 
IF r2+i2>100 THEN LET n=10 
NEXT n 
IF ABS r<10 OR ABS i<10 TH 
EN PLOT PEN c;x,y: PLOT PE 
N c;x,174-y 
NEXT y 
NEXT x 
PRINT #1; "pres: a key to f 



inish* 
240 PAUSE 
250 POKE SVAR 50,0: CLS # 

Ettrick also mentions that intruding R 
has managed to appear again; INPUT 
Rw... The R, remarks Ettrick, should be 
deleted. We had this trouble recently, 
starting off | with Simon —Turk’s 
‘Wordsearch’ program, (August 1996), but 
we didn’t find an explanation. 
Somewhere or other there was a 
suggestion that the R crept in during the 

ng process. Has Bob any ideas? Well, 
Ettrick, it doesn’t, in fact, appear in the 
editing process, but in the translation 
process as programs are transferred first 
from the Spectrum to SAM, and then, in 
turn, from the SAM to the IBM 
compatible PC. And, dammitt, it’s an 
intermittent fault, so when you're trying 
to find it, nothing happens, but when 
you're not, it creeps in. We're still 
looking, but we hope any that crept into 
this issue have been, as it were, Jennied 
out! Many thanks, Ettrick. 

It has been pointed out to me (by, I 
think, Roy Burford) that a major 
omission in my list of contributors has 
been Miles Kinloch of Edinburgh. I knew 
T'd get into trouble if I put in a list. 
However, to put the record straight, 
here's to Miles, and yet another piece of 
information from him. Miles writes that 
he’s sorry that it’s been so long, getting 
in touch, but his spare time has been 
limited, as he’s been in college. However, 
here are a couple of snippets that might 
interest our readers. 

‘When experimenting recently with the 
Betados facility to create extended 
directory formats, Miles discovered that 
things go wrong when the file capacity 
specified exceeds 255, affecting the 
catalogue display, and the file position 
referencing. Miles has traced the cause to 
the fact that the DOS uses a single-byte 
system variable (at location 15874) for 

the directory slot number, which 
although adequate for the 80 file format, 
for which it was designed, can only cope 
with a maximum possible value of 255. 

Since to substitute a two-byte system 
variable would involve extensive 
reprogramming of the DOS, and since a 
practical limit of 240 files (the nearest 
value corresponding to a complete set of 
directory tracks) still offers a generous 
capacity, the easiest way may be just to 
accept these constraints and POKE the 
DOS to restrict the range of the 
FORMAT parameter. 

‘To recap, the maximum number of 
directory. tracks is currently 39, 
representing 780 files, A disc would be 
formatted in this way using FORMAT 
di,n where n is the number of directory 
tracks in the format, in this case 39. 
With any higher number, an ‘Integer out 
of range’ error would occur. To set a 
maximum size of 240 files, then, we 
would want to reduce the highest 
permitted value for n to 12, and this can 
be achieved by altering the DOS as 
follows:- 

10 CLEAR 4e4 
20 LOAD di*+sys Beta* CODE 409 

60 
30 POKE 46415,9 
40 SAVE dl*+sys Beta “CODE 409 

60, 6850 
(From the point of view of BETAFIX, it 
makes no difference whether this 
modification is carried out before or after 
applying the latter). 
To test afterwards, boot the amended 

DOS and try FORMAT d1,12 and this 
time, the command should be accepted, 
giving a disc of 240 file capacity if you 
proceed with the format, 

Miles has also sent me a couple of 
interesting illustrations of this bug. If 
you print out the ‘long’ catalogue, for, 
‘say, 300 files, slot numbering goes wrong 
after the 255th file: the next one is not 

numbered as file 256, but the sequence 
starts again and it’s therefore numbered 
as file 0. The next is numbered file 1, 
problem, for we've already had one of 
these a long way back, the next one 2, 
and so on up to 44. The short CAT fouls 
it up even better, since only the first 44 
files are shown, the same as the number 
of out of sequence files at the end! So if 
you must have more than the standard 
number of files (and I would prefer not, 
personally), then Miles’ POKEs are a 
must! 

‘The second snippet Miles would like to 
bring to your attention also concerns 
formatting. This is a trick which should 
work with any DOS, provided that a 
DS/DD drive is being used. Although the 
maximum number of tracks is officially 
160 (i.e. 0-79 and 128-207), in practice, 

fan extra track can usually be squeezed 
into each side, opening up some 
intriguing possibilities. To create these 
extra tracks, enter POKE @1,210 (or 

POKE @2,210 for drive 2) and format the 
disc in the usual way, (Don't forget to 
POKE @1/2,208 again afterwards, or 
reboot). 

The new tracks have interesting 
properties that could usefully be 
exploited by anyone wishing to expand on 
this idea: being isolated from and 
independent of normal DOS operations, 
they are unaffected by (normal) 

reformatting, etc. and to all intents and 
purposes are completely hidden from the 
DOS. Any data stored there therefore 
remains intact and can only be changed 
through SAVE @ (or erased by 
reformatting under a 210-track POKE). 
Dine copying programs, including sector 
copiers, also ignore the extra tracks, 
making it possible, for example, to 
distinguish an original disc from a ‘clone’. 
However, if you do wish to copy the 

new tracks from one disc to unother, use 
(for BetaDOS) the following program 

9 

(remembering to format the destination 
disc appropriately beforehand). 

10 CLEAR 29999 
20 LOAD @1,80,1,30000,10: REM 

Load track 80, disc 1 
30 LOAD @1,208,1, 40000, 10: 

Load track 208, dis: 
40 SAVE @2,80,1,30000,10: REM 

Save track 80, disc 2 
50 SAVE @2,208,1,40000,10: REM 

Save track 208, disc 2 

Or, for G+DOS:- 

10 CLEAR 29999 
20 REM Load track 80, drive 1 
30 LET a=30000: FOR 
40 LOAD @1,80,5,a 
50 LET a=a+512: REM New addres 

3 for next sector 
60 NEXT a 
70 REM Load track 208, drive 1 
80 LET a=40000: FOR s=1 TO 10 
90 LOAD @1,208,8,a 

100 LET a=a+512: REM New addres 
s for next sector 

110 NEXT s 
120 REM Save track 80, drive 2 
130 LET a=30000: FOR s=1 TO 10 
140 SAVE @2,80,8,a 
150 LET a=a+512: REM New addres 

3 for next sector 
160 NEXT 5 
170 REM Save track 208, drive 2 
180 LET a=40000: FO/r s=1 to 10 
190 SAVE @2,208,8,a 
200 LET a=a+512: REM New addres 

s for next sector 
210 NEXT 8 

The new tracks are numbered 80 and 
208, and can be read/written accordingly, 
using the LOAD @ and SAVE @ 
commands, With BetaDOS, _ the 
multi-sector versions of these commands 

have the advantage of conveniently 
allowing the entire track to be loaded or 
saved in one operation, whereas with 
G+DOS, each sector has to be accessed 
individually. 

Miles writes that he has tried this 
technique on dozens of discs and has yet 
to see it fail, though one extra track per 



side does seem to be a hard and fast 
limit, This is a pity, as with four tracks 
instead of two, a means would then have 

existed to produce a duplicate copy of the 
directory, - the ideal precaution against a 
sector error there. Miles also sent me a 
Betados 300 file format disc with cat 
printouts to show the effect of the BDOS 
bug. He's also put an extra two tracks on 
the disc, where he's saved a screen, And 
thin is where we come to a real Kinloch - 
a proper short spot! 

‘To see the screen on the extra two 

tracks, boot the BetaDOS system file on 
the dise, and enter:- 

10 LOAD @1,80,1,16384,10 
20 LOAD @1,208,1,21504,4 
Now, the interesting part. Reformat 

the dise, and run the above again, and 
the program will still be there! Do take 
care to do this in 48K mode, as a screen 
represents 13.5 sectors, and 14 sectors 
therefore need to be loaded, overwriting 
the printer buffer. 
Many thanks, Miles. 
Now over to Dean Shepherd of Bristol, 

who has already featured in last month's 
Short Spot. This month's _ bits, 
fortunately, are much shorter. The first 
one is called ‘repairer’, and it loads 
faulty sector from disc, then resaves it 
immediately. This, so Dean writes, cures 
certain sector errors on Spectrum and 
SAM discs. Dean’s favourite sector fault 
is, he says, DATA CRC, and he seems to 
get a lot of these. This program is very 
effective at restoring his discs. The bad 
news is that it cannot restore sector 

errors such as ‘sector not found’. This is 
real shame, and a nuisance, as he seems 
to be getting a lot of these lately, 
especially in tracks 0 and 2. Dean also, 
therefore, ends with the plea that he 
needs to know exactly what the 
mechanics of SAM/Spectrum dise data 
recovery are. In particular, Dean is 

concerned with the exact nuts and bolts 
of the system; storing the contents of disc 
sectors. Well, Dean, all you do is load the 
sector into memory somewhere, then 

save that memory as a piece of code - 
SAVE ‘my25thsctr* CODE start, 
Length. Then load another one - into the 
same location if you like - and save it. 

But I'm not sure how the defective byte is 
made good. Can anyone explain? 
Here we are; here's ‘repairer’ - get 

typing! 
5 BORDER 0: PAPER 0: PEN 0: C 

Ls 
10 PRINT PEN 6; "DISCIPLE - SAV 

E A SECTOR PROGRAM* 
20 INPUT *Track Number wat 
30 INPUT ‘Sector Number 

120 FOR £=62000 TO 62012: READ 
g: PORE £,g: NEXT £ 

130 DATA 22,t, 30,6, 213,207, 63,1 
67,209, 207, 62,167,201 

150 RANDOMIZE USR’ 62000 
160 PRINT PEN 6;''''''''* Sec 

tor *;8;* from track *;t''* 
loaded and saved again" 

170 POKE 23658,8: PRINT PAPER 1 
i PEN 7; AT 20,0;*DO YOU WI 
SH TO USE AGAIN? Y or N* 

180 IF INKEY$="Y* THEN RUN 
190 IF INKEYS: ‘THEN NEW 
200 IF INKEY$<>*Y* OR INKEY$<>* 

N* THEN GOTO 170 
9999 SAVE d**Repairer* LINE 5: V 

ERIFY d**Repairer* 

Many thanks, Dean - and do please 
send some more. 
‘And that is all for this month, I hope 

you have all found something to interest 
you. 

Please keep all your snippets coming to 
me; remember, without them I can't put 
a column together. Please send them to:= 

John Wase, 
Green Leys Cottage, 
Bishampton, 
Pershore, 
Worcs, 
WR10 2LX. 

See you next month. 

SNA LOADER: 
‘The Spectrum is alive and well on the 

internet. There are numerous Spectrum 
web pages, containing information and 
views, a few discussion groups, and 
several FTP sites, offering lots of 
programs legally, and plenty illegally too. 

But many of the people who use these 
services don't actually have Spectrums! 
‘They may have Spectrum emulators for 
machines like the Acorn Archimedies, 
Apple Macintosh, or IBM PC. One such 
emulator, ‘280° for the IBM PC, was 
reviewed in Format Vol.7 N*2, October 
1993, in the article ‘PC=280". 
Most of these emulators don’t read 

Spectrum PLUS D discs directly, so they 
support a variety of alternative snapshot 
formats, ‘SNA’ being one of the more 

common. 
‘There is already a program for the 

Spectrum that reads SNA format 
snapshots, it even reads them directly 
from IBM PC dise! (I found this on the 
internet - somewhere.) But I haven't yet. 
seen a comparable program for SAM. 
(Actually, I have been talking on the 
internet to someone who has written 
such @ program, but as I said, I haven't 
seen it yet. Anyway, it's more fun if you 
write it yourself!) 
My program doesn't read IBM discs, 80 

you'll have to copy the snapshots onto 
SAM disc first, with a utility like 
PC-Suite. The SNA loader also requires a 
copy of “snapt.bin” file - the NMI routine 
from the SAM DOS Spectrum emulator, 
and a copy of the Spectrum’s ROM, which 
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By:- James Gasson. 

should be called “rom.bin”. You should 
find “snapt.bin” on your SAMDOS utility 
dise, and anyone who has used a 
commercial Spectrum emulator for SAM 
should know how to get a copy of the 
Spectrum ROM. 
SNA format snapshots are code files 

that are 27 bytes longer than 48Kb. The 
first 27 bytes contain the registers, and 
the rest is the 48Kb memory dump. My 
program loads a SNA into memory 
beginning at 27 bytes below the start of 
the virtual Spectrum's RAM, so that the 
48Kb dump ends up in the right place. 
That means the last 27 bytes of the 
Spectrum ROM are overwritten, but that 

doesn't seem to cause any problems. 
Next, the registers are copied into the 

DOS page, so they can be used to restart 
the snapshot. In G+DOS on the 
Spectrum, the registers occupied the last 
27 bytes of DOS RAM (I think), but 
different versions of SAMDOS and 
MasterDOS put them in different places 
(ar 

I own SAMDOS 2.0 and MasterDOS 
2.1, and have allowed for both, so I hope 
you all have one of those. It may work 
with other versions too, although I 
obviously can’t check that! With the 
snapshot now properly loaded into 
memory, my program uses the SAM 
command ‘CALL MODE 1'to start it. 
Here is the program:- 

10 REM SNA Loader 
20 REM by James Gasson 
30 REM ver 2 Sun 20/04/1997 
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330 

RUN 160 

REM Load ROM & NMI Routine 
OPEN TO 7: CLEAR 32767 
PRINT *Initializing SNA Lo 
ader*'* 
LET dospage=PEEK SVAR 450, 
dosaddr=16384* (dospage+1), 
specaddr=65536: IF dospage 

THEN PRINT "DOS not loa 
ded" 
LOAD ‘rom.bin*CODE specadd 
r, 16384 
LOAD "snapt .bin*CODE 32768 
116384: CALL 32768 
POKE specaddr+14584,dospag 
e-1 
POKE dosaddr+262,dospage-1 

REM Find Snap Registers 
LET dospage=PEEK SVAR 450, 
dosaddr=16384* (dospage+1), 
specaddr=65536: IF dospage 
=0 THEN PRINT *DOS not loa 
dea* 
IF PEEK (dosaddr+518)=195 
THEN LET snapoffset=DPEEK 
(dosaddr+518+1)-16384: ELS 
E PRINT "Error in DOS snap 
shot vector*: STOP 
IF DPEEK (dosaddr+snapoffs 
et)=29677 THEN LET regoffs 
et=DPEEK (dosaddr+snapoffs. 
et+2)-16384-20: ELSE PRINT 
‘Error in DOS snapshot ro 

utine*: STOP 
LET regaddr=dosaddr+regoff 
set, snaaddr=specaddr+16384 
-27 

REM Load SNA Code 
INPUT "Insert disc & press 
Enter> *:a$ 

cAT 1 
INPUT *Filename> *;file$ 
LOAD file§ CODE snaaddr, 49 
152427 

REM Convert registers 
RESTORE 330 
FOR a=0 TO 21 
READ b: POKE regaddr+a, PEE 
K (snaaddr+b) 
NEXT a 
DATA 15,16,17,18,3,4,5,6,1 

+2,7,8,12,12,13,14,9,10,25 
10,23,24 

340 LET specstack=DPEEK (regad 
dr+20)-4: DPOKE regaddr+20 
, specstack 

350 RESTORE 390 
360 FOR a=0 TO 3 
370 READ b: POKE specstack+spe 

caddr+a, PEEK (snaaddr+b) 
380 NEXT a 
390 DATA 19,20,21,22 
400 LET regim=PEEK (snaaddr+25 

),regi=PEEK (regaddr+19) 
410 IF (regime>1 AND regim<>2) 

OR (regim=1 AND (regi<>0 
AND regi<>63)) OR (regim=2 
AND (reg: OR regi=63)) 

THEN PRINT ‘Error in inter 
upt register": STOP 

420 
430 REM Start snapshot 
440 CALL MODE 1 

Once you've typed in the program, you 
should save it wit! 

SAVE "SNArun.bas* LINE 70 

Good luck! 

SAM REPAIR SERVICE 
We are pleased to be able to offer readers 

lan official, West Coast approved. repair 
fot SAM Coupé and SAM élite 

lcomputers and add-ons. 
[PRICING Because every foul is different we cant 
guarantee a fixed rate. When we receive your machine 
it will be tested and, i it is going to cost moe than £35 
forthe repair then we will contact you for authority to 
continue 
Pack your machine well (we will use your packing for 
its return). Please phone us on O1452-812572 for 
advice on dispatch (we ean even arrange UK Mainland 
collection and overnight delivery for an extra £12.95). 
In many cases we can also give an estimate over the 
phone. All repairs returned by overnight cari so tell 
lus which days there will be someone in to sign for the 
parcel. Please quote your INDUG membership number 
land give a evening contact phone number. 
[Send your machine to:- 

(SAM Repairs), Form 
M, Bourton Rd, Gloucester, 

THE FORGOTTEN SYSTEM. By:- Bernadette Dowsland. 

OK. hands up all you who remember 
Beta Disk? I see, not many. Quite a few 
of you know about Opus and virtually 
everyone knows the PLUS D and the +3 
but now I'm going to tell you what little I 
know of Beta Disk. Are you sitting 
comfortably? Then I'l begin. 

T acquired mine by chanee when I was 
buying a second-hand PLUS D last year, 
it got thrown in as an extra. There was 
no system dise, or manuals, BUT then I 
recalled another contact offering one for 

a fiver (suggesting it was outdated). I 
rang him up and asked if he had the 
manual, he said yes and also a few discs, 
so I bought it. 
1 tried it initially and managed to lond 

a few games but was rather 
unimpressed, this month I gave it 
another whirl set up on a more 
permanent basis with a 48k+ so here's 
my verdict. 

It is housed in a plastic case (rough 
dimensions 4” x 6” by 1 inch high). The 6 
inch measurement is along the back of 
the Spectrum obscuring the power 
socket, you see the power socket goes into 
Beta Disk and the Spectrum is powered 
backwards through the edge connector. 

T'm looking at a review from Crash Nov 
85 so some of my facts and figures come 

‘om there, It can power up to 4 disc 
drives 344" or 514", 80 or 40 track, single 
or double sided so no problems there. 

It has a reset button, ideal if your 
computer is a rubber keyboard Spectrum. 
In many ways it is like the PLUS D, a 

few advantages a few drawbacks, 
1, Drawback - Only suits 48K machines 

(16K as well maybe) 
2, Like the PLUS D it has a snapshot 

button for full 48K game saving but no 
SAVE SCREENS facility. 

3. Formatting is slow(ish), 35 seconds. 
‘The formatting is peculiar with sectors 
only being 256 bytes long, 16 sectors per 
track so an 80 track, double sided disc 
gives 640K of usable space. On the plus 
side a one line program would only use 
one sector (256 bytes) whereas the PLUS 
D would use one 512 byte sector and the 
+3 insists on using two 512 byte sectors 

for even the smallest program. 
4, Overall speed of access is quite good, 

definitely a lot faster than 43 and not 

that far behind the PLUS D to really 
matter, the review of 1985 gave 2 seconds 
as the catalogue time. 

5. It even supports Opentype files (yes 1 
have used them extensively albeit in the 
past on the PLUS D) 

6. Plus side - it doesn’t have a printer 
interface but it does have a through port 
80 you can fit the printer interface of 
your choice. At the moment I'm using the 
‘Tasman interface which is automatically 
supported by Tasword II 
Can I just put in a plug here, I have 

Tascopy for using the Tasman interface 
for screen copying but not having got the 
interface new the cassette driver is 
missing i.e. the software needed to 
LPRINT/LLIST from Basic, someone 
send me a copy PLEASE, 
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Apart from a printer interface the 
through port is useful for many other 
units, the AMX mouse worked OK 
(haven't tested Kempston). Interface 2 
doesn’t work and also the PLUS D won't 
although the Beta still functions, so that 
rules out copying between the systems 
direct (unless anyone knows of a 
Beta/PLUS D and PLUS D/Beta disc 
render type program. 
Now both my Beta Roms are version 4 

but one is 4.11 and without booting it up 
I can't remember the other one but I 
seem to recall snapshots made by one 
ROM not loading on the other. 

‘The manual I would imagine to anyone 
never having had a PLUS D would 
probably seem clear as mud. But, I've 
just about got the hang of it. The system 
came supplied as a version 3 manual, 
with a version 4 supplement (guaranteed 
to confuse). Version 3 implemented a 
password system for each disc (very 
wisely dropped on version 4). It would 
seem the snapshot button was only added 
with version 4. 

To be quite honest Version 4 DOS seem 
far from finished off and it begs the 
question was there ever a version 5 to 
put right the gremlins in version 4, 
OK. The DOS - Version 4 has Format 

“name” (name the dise), Erase, ete built 
into ROM although it's also supplied ns a 
utility program, Catalogue gives a simple 
two column screen cat with ‘C’, ‘B’ 
showing file type and a number giving 
the sectors used. A full PLUS D style cat 
can be obtained from the utility dise. The 
Utility disc also offers 4 types of 
Formatting 40 or 80 track single or 
double sided, the ROM version does a 
check on the disc drive and formats 
accordingly which is quite clever. 
Obviously having the DOS in ROM 

with no system file to ‘boot’ although 

handy, makes for a system that can’t be 
debugged like the PLUS D system file 
was many times in it’s early years (and 
till being worked on no doubt) 
The DOS BUGS - 'The manual tells you 

to use a single sided format disc for this, 
what I found was that the game etc was 
saved with no name, even after renaming 
the next snapshot overwrote it and again 
had no name. Well at least that's DOS 
4.11 for you, I can't believe such a howler 
of an oversight on the programmers part. 
You get round it by saving each and 
every snapshot onto another disc with a 
filename then re-using the first dise for a 
new snapshot, 
The catalogue shows the number of 

existing and deleted files, take no notice, 
that info has proved to be wrong time 
after time, e.g. delete two files then find 
only one file is shown as deleted although 
both file names have correctly gone. 
There is a command called ‘Move’ 

which moves files around on the dise to 
retrieve wasted space caused by deleted 
files, I can't grumble here, it seems to 
work. 

‘The DOS allows auto-run lines for 
basic, and auto run addresses for 
machine code, also similar to the PLUS 
D's ‘autoload’ file, any file named ‘boot’ 
will automatically load when the system 
is reset. 

It takes a bit of getting used to the fact 
that the DOS is ‘case’ sensitive as well as 
file type sensitive so for example you 
could have “Tasword” (basic), “Tasword” 
(code) as well as all permutations of 
spelling of tasword using lower and 
upper case. 
Another nail in it’s coffin is the syntax, 

it doesn’t use PLUS D, Opus, microdrive 
type syntax, Instead you call up DOS 
with Randomize USR 16360 and then use 
normal tape type syntax load save etc 
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plus erase format and cat. Loads and 
saves within a basic program take the 
form:- 
RANDOMIZE USR 15363: REM : LOAD 

*“NAME* 
This means software that had a 
microdrive file option in machine code 
will never fully convert. 

Finally the utility dise offers a tape to 
ise utility, by God you're going to need 
this since no one to my knowledge (at 
lenst in this country) supported it. 
To Sum Up - I've used, but wasn't too 

keen on, Opus (and that got some 
support). Inspite of the gremlins I think I 
could get fond of Beta if I didn't already 
have PLUS D and 43. Offers of, or 
requests for, HELP usual address:- 
‘Tomato Girl Services (Bernadette) 
26, Elsie Street, 
Goole, 
East Yorkshire, 
DN14 GDU. 
01405 768665. 

FOR SAM AND SPECTRUM 
Packed full of the latest news, reviews, games| advice, and technical articles, Crashed Is the magazine for you, 

Each issue costs just £1.50, butif you 
mention FORMAT when you place your order, you can get the current issue for just £1. 
Please send Cheques or Postal orders made payable to Crashed Magazine, to: 

Crashed, Pear Tree Cottage, North Deighton, Wetherby, West Yorkshire, L822 
4EN. 5 

‘Tolophone: (01997) 562037 Web: hitipwww.argonet.co.uk/users/sskardon 
Email: crashed@argonvt.co.uk 
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FOR DISPOSAL Space needed. For agreed MINE-price. Spectrum plus with manual, power supply and Scart adaptor. D-m printer, manus, Tendn and spare ribbons, ‘Tape recorder(s). books. About 40 tapes, one or two games, Can provide small bw TV if required. C from Chalfont St. Giles, Bucks. Ring Joh 01494 872928, 
——— 

SPECTRUM BOOKS Nine assorted Spectrus books for ante, Ring me for apecifie needs, or you can have them all for £16 including p&p. Phone Alan Cox on 01994 231112, 

YOUR ADVERTS: 

‘not be held. in any} }¥ay, response forthe advert in thie elon Doe 

Pleaso note: Adverts now run In both FORMAT. and] FORMAT PC to pive you twice the musket 

"You know, In my younger day we Just. 
used to take a magazine in..." 



FEATURES INCLUDE 

SAM wile, SUR RAM 
32K ROM 

The advanced computer that retains a user friendly BOOK Floppy Disc Drive 
appeal which makes even the beginner feel right at 6 Channel Stereo Sound tmono swough 
home. An easy to learn Basic and disc ating Z80B 6Mhz Processor 
system (no messing with slow tapes here) will allow Centronics Printer Port 

ou to do things you never thought possible before. Jeytick Pot 
four SAM comes with a very easy to read manual and MIDI & Networking 

everything you need to get started - it even has some 128 Colours 
pretty impressive demo software for you to tun, just to 4 Screen Modes 
tive you a few ideas for starters. SCART Output (for Monitor or TV) 

Byou already own a Pagel then is is the eyein Plus LOTS More.... 
for you because you don’t have to throw away all you 
have leant 20 fas just be prepared to be amazed at ONLY £4992 
the extra power and features, 

POWER AT A PRICE YOU CAN AFFORD... 
Inchades 1 year rtm ta base warranty on il compute Usenet yess waranty an havnt. 

Reconditioned SAM Gocge tie. 2 foes Os, Elite, Except aa ee is sah pula 

We are able to supply a small number of professionally reconditioned Printer Port On. Coupé (see tt 
SAN Coupe computers These have beer fited with a modem style SPI tnderimerfaces below) 
te mortals sad DOS system ds. they ery a al 0 day fl return tobase warranty. Because hee are econtoned machines there may 99. 
be slight blemishes to case or base. 

INTERFACES C sé Replacement 

SAM Disc Drives ‘These Interlaces work with boul the SAM élite and the SAM Coupe The original sletin dimline drives produced for the Sam] Wie, Inketaces wore ina no Tang sedi! S'S howe 
ot i final decline eras ire ym ae SH ASQUEE SYST] merce, High Quatty Moe 

iF ree lase of hie by talaga orem sive HC pel | Sat oats etek: The interlace plugs into the 
oppy drive. "| mouse port on the back of SAM so you don't need chore cepa exkel, Mone and more sofware Nn 

works beter you use amouse, — Only £39.95 

IEARCPRINITER INTERFACE] he SP (Coupe only) allows uve | connection 10 any standard parallel printer. Allows 
standard LPRINT, LIST & DUMP commands 10 work 
‘on compatible printers. Plugs straight into the expansion 
pom, Requies BBC type 26 way ribhon prey cable 
see below), Only £24.95 

GROE) Allows two tmartaces 10 be ernnecid 10 Fe ss era seactins” Conky 819-98 
eS The eXternal Disc Interface. Allows external 31/7 

Resi he eae i rt Saal Coupe Ase : Mises Pasi pone imei.” “Only £44.95 
SLSO.AVAILABLE: Printer ¢ ‘able - £7.95, SCART Cable 
£7.95, Replacement Keyboard £14.95, Replacement 
Power Supply - please ring Plus spare parts service - tell 
Ls what you want and we will give you a price.. 

frien re you rk ey nam yo, nore al Cait tt ar had ea len rhein a ES te 
hatieiotOBat MuMiCATON®: Ovens cosonend C/O Formal Publications, 
ray alo pay ung HORMATs reg xchange cher, 34, Bourton Road, Rote ESRI Vices ia i pap, Goosen] Sy COMO! otal pete tie os se 2 ser ehe rain tenia piicxion e208.) GL4 OLE. 

Computers 

Dear Editor, 
Following the letter from Lance St. Cyr 

in December's Format, I would like to 
add the following poin 
DS/DD 3%” discs are becoming 

increasingly rare - it cannot be too much 
longer before they go the way of the old 
3” dises and disappear altogether. For the 
most part DS/HD will do as a substitute; 
If a piece of matt black insulation tape is 
placed over the bottom right hand 
window, it will ensure the disc is read by 
both mechanical and infra red detectors 
as a DS/DD disc. 
The only problem I forese 

magnetic strength recorded 
‘0 strong, enpecinlly if the dise is for long 
term storage; making a second copy 
would help overcome t! 
My best wishes to yourself and Jenny. 

Yours sincerely, M.R.Prichard. 
It is true that many shops are now only 

stocking High Density (HD) discs as 
these are the ones used by most PC 
users. However, I would be very 
surprised if Double Density (DD) discs 
became as rare as 3” have. 

I agree that, at a pinch, you can get 
away with using HD discs, but I would 
recommend DD discs for all long-term 
storage. 
What are other readers finding? Do we 

need to start offering DD discs through 
FORMAT as a service? Write in and let 
us know. Ed. 
Dear Editor, 

1 am appealing to the top in the hope 
that you will be able to give the current 
position in respect of the supply of the 

SAM clock. Apart from a note in 
FORMAT some months ago that there 
had been problems with the board the 
clock seems to be in limbo. Yet it is 
advertised in FORMAT each month! 
Having had my grouse please accept 

my sympathy in respect of the recent 
personal problems suffered by several 
members of your team. 

Yours sincerely, J.E.Flatman. 
News of the SAM_Clock should be in 

this months Editorial Mr Flatman, I 
doubt if anyone will believe the problems 
that there have been getting this into 
production, but it is going well now. 
And thanks for your kind comments. 

Ed. 
Dear Editor, 

I wish to renew my subscription to 
FORMAT for a further twelve months. 
From the renewal notice am I correct in 
assuming I can claim a 30% reduction 
(£6.00) leaving £14 to pay. 

I don't understand the example cited in 
the renewal notice, which quotes £24.50 
for a two year subscription which is 
almost 39%, 
I have enclosed a cheque for £14 

assuming I have interpreted this 
correctly. 

It is unfortunate that the increased 

bacription charges have coincided with 
fa reduction in the number of pages of 
FORMAT from 40 pages down to 24 or 
28. 
As to the question what 3 articles have 

you most enjoyed. I can only repeat, most 
of them. Particularly Short Spot, Help 
Page and the Letters page. 
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Instead of asking members what 3 
articles they least enjoyed, why not pose 
the question ‘What do you use your SAM 
for? 

m sure that amongst the thousnnds of 
members. who own SAM's, a good 
proportion must have a serious 
application for them. I just cannot believe 
that they are all doing spirographs, 
games and catalogue programs etc. 

It might even produce ideas for future 

good work, and 
to Jenny on her 

Millennium Files contribution. 
Yours sincerely, Ken Powley. 

Right Ken, there is a rate for one year 
(£20) and a lower rate for two years 
(£36). Members using the first renewal 
notice are offered a 30% discount on 
cither of these figures, giving £14 for one 
year (only £2 on the old rate) or £25.20 
for two years, yes - I got it wrong when I 
type set the renewal notice. Still, not to 

worry, I'm not going to fall out with 
people over a few pence. 
What pays for a lot of FORMAT is 

advertising. The original plan (way back 
in 1987) was for a 16 page issue with any 
extra being paid for by adverts. Sadly a 
Jot of people seem to be pulling in their 
horns and cutting back on the 
advertising, which as any expert will tell 
you is the wrong way to go. We buffered 
the drop in advertising for a couple of 
years but in the end the page count had 
to drop a little - still, we do pack more in 
than anyone else could. 

In the latest FORMAT PC we are 
advertising for someone to sell 
advertising space in both magazines for 
us, and we are hoping this will allow us 
to inflate again in the near future. Ed. 

Dear Editor, 
Can you please send me a sound chip 

(Philips SAA 1099) for which I enclose a 
cheque to the value of £10.95. 
Could you also pass on some info for 

your readers who have the PCG DTP 
pack and can’t get the number 2 drive to 
work. In the AUTOWORD loader, change 
line 15 to 18. Add new line 15 (to read) 
LET dk=PEEK 96115: IF dk>O THEN 

DEVICE d0+dk: GOTO 18. 

‘Add new line 16 (to read) DEVICE T 
Change line 50 (to read) DIR dk: 

PRINT: GOTO 10. 

Yours sincerely, Roy Burford. 
Thanks for the tip Roy, hope you got on 

ok with fitting the sound chip. Ed. 
Dear Editor, 

In answer to the questionnaire that 
comes with the renewal notice. I enjoy all 
Spectrum articles and letters and of 
course the editorial, although SAM 
articles are of minor interest to me. All 
my copies of FORMAT are filed and 
what was not relevant one year may be 
vital another. So I value everything you 
publish. Keep up the good work. 

In future, can anyone shed light on 
getting the best from the DTP package 

pecially using TAS 2 files in it to get 
hi-res fonts. 

Yours sincerely, Ralph Moore. 
I seem to remember something in the 

past on converting Tasword 2 files to 
Wordmaster format, but it is another of 
those things that I cannot put my hands 
on just at the moment. 
Tasword 2 stores text as 64 character 

lines, without any ‘End Of Line’ marker. 
Wordmaster, if I remember correctly, 
uses a carriage return (CHR$13) to mark 
the end of a paragraph. It handles ends 
of lines at print/display time. Anyone 
care to give more help to Ralph? Ed. 

Toflers may be shorlened or edited to 
fit on these pages although we try to edit 
as little as possible. 

PCGs_DIP_PACK The famcus package inching 
‘WordMaster, Typel.iner & Headliner, Complete on disc for $2 reads 2 ena fot packs birgng the tava 

Order Code: SCD-04 Price: £24.95 
COLOUR DUMP. Screen dump sofware 0 work wah 
Epson compatible colour printers, RRP £12.95 
Order Code: SCD-05 Price: £7.95 
Mastor00S Tho oxhanced Dic Operating System tr 
‘SAM. Includes random access files, sub-drectories and lots mor. 
Order Code: SCD-31 Price: £15.95 
MasterBASIC Extended Basic for SAM, works with ether 
MasterOOS or SAMDOS, 
Order Code: SCD-32 Price: £15.95 
Order Both MasterDOS & BASIC Together and 

SAVE £5, 
SAMSPEC SOFTWARE 

SAM + Spectrum versions on one disc (5%0r3% 
EONT_LIBRARY, 100 screen fons plus support softwar cyt use on ether caput. (Special dee avaloe 
Spectrum fies only). RRP £8 95. 
Order Code: SSD-01 Price: £5.95 
MONEY MANAGER, Advanced persona! budgeting systom for both machines. Spectrum version needs 1284/42 (not +20 oF 19). RRP £15.95 
Order Code: SSD-02 

Unis operns Sn eh Dros Pane 3 8 (0 Bok ey en, 
ARTIST 2, Tho bost art package ever wren for Speci. 4K and 120K vesora on ara des pagemaker and uty software. Ful manual. RRP £19.95 
Order Code: SPD-01 Price: £12.95 
UTILITY. DISC #1, Sk of the best and most useful dls utiles for DISCIPLE oF PLUS D. Added bonus program - ‘ot to bo missed, RRP £9.95 
Order Code: SPD-02 Price: £6.95 
PCG's_DTP_PACK. The famous package incding WordMaster, Typeliner & Headliner, Includes 2 extra font packs bringing the total pack value to £53.40, 
Order Code: SPD-04 Price: £24.95 
+3 Version: SPD-04C. Price: £29.95 MUSIC MAESTRO, Write music either just for fun oF (0 include in your own games. Full manual, lots 
‘of demo tunes, The ideal way to write music on the 
Spectrum. RRP. £9.95 
Order Code: SPD-05 
+3 version: SPD-05C. 

Price: £9.95 

Price: £7.95 
Price: £9.95 

READERS SERVICES 
FORMAT BACK.ISSUES 

‘Volumes 1, 2 and 3 are now out of print. Volumes 4.567 ‘and volume 8 are avaiable as complete volumes, ‘givng the Volume N° (Le. V5). a ae 
Price: £14.00 per volume. 

£11.95 
PRINTER LEAD, Top qualty paral priter lead Standard). 1% meres fog. (oppoe, Fer uso win 
DISCPLE, PLUS D or SAM. RRP £10.95. 
Order Code: PPL-01 Price: £7.95 
+3PRINTER LEAD, For +3. +2a, RRPE£1295 Order Code: PPL-02 Price: £9.95 
‘SAM COUPE TECHNICAL MANUAL Version 3, ‘The real side info on SAM. No SAM e completo wehext one. RRP E16 95 Z 
Order Code: STM-01 Price: £12.95 

‘ben some envelope 03 order. Send io FORMAT'® wddroas on ‘age 3. Normally spac Is at te samo time as your net taco. ‘ORMAT. Wo wil ot be held able for delays non dalivery a 
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